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ABSTRACT

A structural and FMR study is presented for epitaxial thin films of the Heusler alloy Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 (CFAS) grown on Ge(111) and Si(111)
substrates. All films, as-grown and post-annealed, show B2 ordering; full chemical order (L21) is not obtained over the range of anneal tem-
peratures used in this study. As-grown films show a lower Gilbert damping constant, a, when grown on a Si(111) substrate compared to
Ge(111). Annealing the films to 450 �C significantly reduces a for CFAS on Ge while increasing a for CFAS on Si. This is related to a sub-
strate dependent competition between improvements in lattice structure and increased interfacial intermixing as a function of anneal temper-
ature. The optimal annealing temperature to minimize a is found to differ by �100K between the two substrates. Above an anneal
temperature of 500 �C, films grown on both substrates have increased coercivity, decreased saturation magnetization, and show characteristic
two-magnon scattering features.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0060213

Efficient spin-injection from ferromagnets into adjacent layers is
crucial for the development of spintronic devices.1 Spin transfer torque
magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM) based on magnetic
tunnel junctions (MTJs) is seen as a frontrunner in new energy effi-
cient nonvolatile memory. The critical current needed to switch the
free layer magnetization in an STT-MRAM device is key to higher
MRAM density and longevity as high write current densities can lead
to failure of the tunnel barrier in the MTJ.2 As the critical current den-
sity for switching is proportional to the magnetic damping and
inversely proportional to the spin polarization, Heusler alloys, com-
pounds that have the chemical formula X2YZ with low damping and
100% spin polarization at the Fermi level, are of great interest.3 In
addition, Heusler alloys are ideal for spin injection, via spin pumping,
into non-magnetic materials, including technologically relevant semi-
conductors, such as Ge.4

The Heusler compounds have received much interest from a
large and diverse community, partly due to the fact that the physical
properties can be highly tunable exhibiting ferromagnetic,5 antiferro-
magnetic,6 magnetic semiconducting or even spin gapless

semiconducting behavior.7 The full Heusler Co2FeAl0.5 Si0.5 (CFAS) is
a very promising material due to its high Curie temperature, high
magnetic moment, mid-gap Fermi level, and low Gilbert damping
constant, a.8 In addition to its thermal stability, CFAS has excellent lat-
tice match with Ge(111) with a �0.4% mismatch. On Si, the most
technologically relevant substrate, the mismatch increases to 4%.9 One
potential issue, however, is that the as-grown films tend to contain
structural defects and chemical disorder, which are detrimental to the
magnetic properties, such as the saturation magnetization, Ms, and a.
The B2 phase, a Z/Y chemical disorder of the body center site, can be
transformed to the fully order L21 phase by thermal annealing.10 Spin
dependent density functional theory (DFT) calculations show that at
the Fermi level, the L21 phase exhibits a finite density of states in the
majority sub-band and no available states in the minority sub-band.
For the B2 phase, states exist at the Fermi level for both spin sub-
bands with a larger density of states in the minority sub-band, causing
an opposite spin polarization compared to the L21 phase. This compe-
tition of opposite spin polarizations in materials with mixed phases,
often found at interfaces, lowers the spin polarization. In order to
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mitigate this issue, thermal annealing to transform the B2 phase to L21
is, therefore, crucial, but extensive intermixing at the interface between
the film and the substrate from the annealing can lead to an additional
mechanism for lowering spin polarization and increased damping.
Thermal annealing to improve the magnetic properties of the film
may in fact result in the opposite effect.

In this paper, we present the dependence of the magnetic damp-
ing, saturation magnetization, and anisotropy of CFAS films, as mea-
sured by broadband ferromagnetic resonance, on the substrate
material and post-annealing temperature. We find a reduction in the
Gilbert intrinsic damping parameter, a, up to a temperature Ta. Above
Ta, the FMR linewidth increases with the frequency dependence of the
linewidth demonstrating enhanced intrinsic and two-magnon scatter-
ing contributions. By using a combination of x-ray diffraction and
selective area electron diffraction, we show that above Ta, changes in
the FMR linewidth are correlated with structural changes. Ta is found
to be �450� for CFAS on Ge(111), �100K higher than for CFAS/
Si(111).

The samples were prepared by co-deposition of Co, Fe, Si, and Al
using low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy. Nominally 22 nm
thick CFAS films were deposited on pre-cleaned Ge (111)11 and
Si(111)12 substrates at room temperature. Prior to loading substrates
into the chamber, the substrate surfaces were chemically cleaned with
an aqueous 1% HF solution to remove any native oxide and contami-
nation. Annealing experiments were carried out inside a UHV cham-
ber with a base pressure of 8� 10�11mbar for an hour at an indicated
temperature. Structural measurements (XRD and TEM) and magnetic
measurements (VSM and FMR) were performed at room temperature
to characterize the films. For the FMR measurements, the sample was
mounted face down onto a 50 X coplanar waveguide (CPW)

connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA) and centered between
the poles of a 2D vector magnet. The VNA-FMR system13 was used
for collecting angular dependent FMR spectra by measuring the
microwave transmission while sweeping the microwave frequency as a
function of bias field and in-plane angle.

Figure 1 shows the XRD data around the position of the (222)
reflection for CFAS/Si(111). Symmetric 2h–x scans, which measure
the out of plane momentum transfer, were used to obtain information
on the (nnn) family of planes with n¼ 1, 2, or 4. The presence of the
fundamental (444) reflection, corresponding to the cubic structure
(not shown), and the (222) diffraction peak is indicative of B2 order-
ing. The diffraction peaks were normalized to the (444) structural
peaks and fitted with Voigt functions in order to extract the diffraction
angle (2h), integrated intensity (I), and linewidth (DL). The Gaussian
instrumental broadening was kept constant during the fitting. A lattice
parameter of (5.68 6 0.01) Å for the as-grown film is obtained from
the diffraction data, consistent with that reported previously for
CFAS.14 Upon annealing the integrated intensity of the (222) reflec-
tion increases with anneal temperature up to 350 �C, Figs. 1(a) and
1(d), indicating improved B2 ordering. At higher anneal temperatures
(Tanneal> 350 �C), the (222) integrated peak intensity decreases imply-
ing that the B2 ordering is progressively weakening. In addition, the
diffraction angle (2h) can be seen to move to higher angle with anneal
temperature corresponding to a reduction in the lattice constant. The
(111) reflection associated with the full L21 chemical ordering is absent
in all the films measured.

For the CFAS grown on Ge substrates, the CFAS (222) peak lies
almost on top of the nominally forbidden, but still significant, (222)
substrate peak because of the very small lattice mismatch between
CFAS and Ge. Extracted parameters, such as integrated intensity and

FIG. 1. (a) XRD of the CFAS/Si (111) B2 ordering peak as a function of anneal temperature. The peak position (b), Lorentzian linewidth (c), and integrated peak intensity (d) is
extracted from (a) as a function of anneal temperature.
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diffraction angle vs anneal temperature, are difficult to obtain with rea-
sonable error bars, and as such, we cannot comment on the tempera-
ture dependent degree of ordering from the XRD data.

To resolve this issue, we performed cross sectional electron
microscopy on the films. A selective area diffraction image was
recorded on each sample with the image intensity around the (200)
and (220) diffraction spots integrated in order to form a ratio, which
can be used as an indicator of B2 order.15 By measuring in cross

section using TEM, diffraction spots associated with the substrate are
avoided. To improve the statistics, diffraction patterns from different
areas of each sample were measured and averaged. Figure 2 shows the
intensity of the B2 ordering (200) diffraction spot normalized to the
(220) structural spot for the CFAS film.

As shown in Fig. 2, the B2 ordering is maximized at an anneal
temperature of 450 �C, i.e., at 100K higher than for CFAS on Si(111).
Increasing the anneal temperature beyond this value resulted in
reduced B2 ordering. The maximum of the ordering is also consistent
with magnetometry data, see Fig. S1, where the saturation magnetiza-
tion is maximized at Tanneal¼ (4506 10) �C.

Figure 3 shows XRR measurement for (a) CFAS grown on Ge
and (b) CFAS grown on Si. The data were fitted using the GenX pack-
age.16 In order to improve the quality of the fit, an interface layer
(between substrate and film) and a surface layer were included in the
model; the interface layer accounts for intermixing between the film
and substrate while the surface layer accounts for an oxidized surface
as previously observed.17 The CFAS/Si and CFAS/Ge models show a
reasonable agreement with the experimental XRR data. For anneal
temperatures of 350 �C, both CFAS/Si and CFAS/Ge show narrow
and relatively sharp interface regions. As the anneal temperature is
increased, the interfacial roughness increases accordingly due to mix-
ing,18 leading to a reduction in the amplitude of the Kiessig oscilla-
tions, especially at high angles (2h). The XRR results are consistent
with previous electron based chemical mapping, showing that, above a
critical anneal temperature, intermixing between the film and the sub-
strate is ubiquitous.18 Further details of the XRR analysis and cross-
sectional TEM, showing the effect of anneal temperature on the

FIG. 2. Intensity ratio of the B2 ordering diffraction spot (220) to the structural dif-
fraction spot (200) as a function of anneal temperature for CFAS/Ge(111).

FIG. 3. (a) XRR of CFAS/Ge(111) for anneal temperatures of 300 �C (upper panel) and 500 �C (lower panel). (b) XRR of CFAS/Si(111) for anneal temperatures of 300 and
500 �C.
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intermixing and size of the interface layer, can be found in the online
supplementary material.

In order to correlate the changes in the structure to the magnetic
properties, we performed angle resolved broadband ferromagnetic res-
onance measurements. Figure 4 shows a 2D resonance map obtained
by measuring the s-wave parameter S12, which is related to the micro-
wave transmission, as a function of frequency and applied field at
/¼ 0 degrees (corresponding to the field applied along the 101½ �

direction).
Fits to the Kittel resonance curve along easy axis directions using

f ¼
c

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

H þ Hað Þ H þ Ha þ 4pMeffð Þ
p

; (1)

where f is the resonant microwave frequency and H is the applied
magnetic field provides values for the gyrotropic ratio, c, anisotropy
field, Ha, and the effective saturation magnetization, Meff, which takes
into account tetragonal distortions such that

4pMeff ¼ 4pMs �
2Ku?

Ms
;

where KU? is the perpendicular anisotropy constant.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows a horizontal line scan taken through the

frequency—field map at a frequency of 10GHz, representing the field
swept FMR. The data are fitted with an asymmetric Lorentzian, which
is needed to account for the small mixing of the real and imaginary
parts of the susceptibility,19 allowing the resonant field to be extracted
as a function of azimuthal angle /. For the as-grown films (Fig. 5), the
in-plane anisotropy of the film is predominantly uniaxial with the easy
axis along the 110½ � directions. Upon annealing, the easy axis shifts
toward the 211½ � direction as has been observed in other Heusler films
grown on (111) surfaces.20 The angular plots demonstrate that an
additional anisotropy is present as evidenced by the deviation away

from a pure sin2/ dependence. For cubic magnetic thin films grown
on (111) surfaces, the demagnetizing field forces the magnetic moment
of the system to lie in the (111) plane. The first-order cubic magneto-
crystalline anisotropy (MCA), Kc, is along the h100i directions for pos-
itive Kc, with the competition between the MCA and demagnetizing
field resulting in a small deviation of magnetization with respect to the
(111) plane. As a result, the in-plane resonance field displays sixfold
symmetry with the in-plane easy axes along h110i for positive Kc. The
cubic contribution to the measured anisotropy for a flat (111) film is
very small, with variations in the resonance field on the order of
1mT.21 The uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA) should not be pre-
sent in a pure cubic system. Uniaxial magnetic anisotropies in cubic
systems are well known, particular for thin films grown on GaAs
(001), and have even been observed for CFS and Fe films grown on
(111) surfaces.22–24 For the latter systems, no adequate explanation of
its origin can be found in the literature.

Growth induced anisotropy, due to the growth direction (i.e.,
oblique angle) or when growth takes place in a magnetic field, is often
the cause of a UMA.25 We can rule these effects out in our system as
no magnetic field is present, and the sample is rotated during growth.
Strain induced anisotropy may also lead to a UMA.19 The mismatch
between Si and CFAS is 4% (Si a¼ 0.543 nm, CFAS a¼ 0.568 nm),

FIG. 4. Frequency–applied magnetic field map of the absorbed microwave power
DS12 in dB for the magnetic field applied along the easy axis [100] direction. Inset:
Line scan at 10 GHz. The data (blue circles) are fitted to an asymmetric peak func-
tion (red line) allowing the linewidth, defined as the half width at half maximum, to
be extracted.

FIG. 5. Azimuthal dependence of the FMR resonance field (l0Hr) measured at
10 GHz for (a) CFAS/Ge and (b) CFAS/Si.
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which would lead to a compressive biaxial strain in plane and an
expansion of the lattice constant along the out of plane direction. If the
strain is relaxed anisotropically, between two principle directions, a
UMA could be generated by magnetoelastic coupling26 to the strain.
However, the symmetric 2h–x scans measures the lattice constant in
the out of plane direction to be (5.68 6 0.01)Å, i.e., the bulk value.14

Therefore, the strain is fully relaxed in our films. Further evidence
comes from cross-sectional selective area electron diffraction from
which we observe, to within error, bulk like lattice constants (along in-
plane directions) for the as-grown film—see Fig. S5. The UMA is pre-
sent in films grown on both substrates even though the initial mis-
match is an order of magnitude larger for CFAS/Si compared to
CFAS/Ge. We see no evidence of strain or anisotropic strain relaxation
and believe that these effects cannot be responsible for the UMA. One
possible explanation for the UMA is that step edges may lead to a pref-
erential growth direction where the coherent domain size is larger par-
allel to the step edge compared to perpendicular to it, and such as
hypothesis has been advocated previously.23,24 An anisotropy in step
edge densities due to the substrate miscut generally exists. As the
anneal temperature increases, leading to increased atom mobility, ini-
tial differences in the domain sizes and the UMA are reduced.
Similarly to other authors, we cannot substantiate this hypothesis at
this time.

A reasonable fit to the azimuthal dependence of the FMR [red
line in Fig. 5(a)] is obtained by adding a cubic anisotropy term to the
MCA. Uniaxial (Hu) and cubic (Hc) anisotropy fields, extracted from
Fig. 5, for the films are presented in Table I. While the cubic anisot-
ropy of the film is similar for both substrates, the UMA is significantly
higher for CFAS/Si, evident from the dominant uniaxial shape of the
data shown in Fig. 5(b). Reasons for this could potentially be due to
differences in the step edge density between the two substrates. As the
anneal temperature increases, the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, Hu,
decreases for both CFAS on Si and Ge substrates while the cubic
anisotropy term is roughly constant (within error) for all but the high-
est anneal temperature. The increase in substrate/film intermixing
with elevated anneal temperature smooths out interface effects reduc-
ing the interface induced anisotropy, consistent with the data. The
cubic anisotropy, being bulk in origin, is less sensitive to interface
effects. As has been noted for other intermetallic compounds grown
on (111) surfaces,27 a significant variation in uniaxial anisotropic fea-
tures is strongly related to the interface structures.

In addition to the anisotropy, FMR provides information on the
Gilbert damping parameter, a, from the linearly fitted slopes of the

measured resonant field linewidth vs frequency. Figure 6 shows the
resonant field linewidth dependence on frequency for the as-grown (a)
and annealed samples (b)–(d). The frequency dependent linewidth,
DH(f), which is the fitted Lorentzian HWHM, is related to the damp-
ing parameter, a, by19

DH fð Þ ¼ DH 0ð Þ þ
2paf

c
; (2)

where DH(0) is the frequency independent extrinsic damping. From
linear fits to the plots in Fig. 6 using Eq. (2), the Gilbert damping
parameter, a, is extracted as a function of anneal temperature.

For CFAS/Ge(111), a decreases for both the 350 and 450 �C
annealed samples, a¼ 3.8� 10�3 and 2.8� 10�3, respectively, com-
pared to the as-grown sample, a¼ 5.6� 10�3, while the extrinsic
damping remains approximately constant. The sample annealed at
450 �C shows a Gilbert damping parameter 2–3 times smaller than for
Permalloy28 and compares well to values found in the literature for
CFAS and other full Heusler films.15 At 500 �C, DH vs f deviates sig-
nificantly from linear behavior and shows a characteristic two-
magnon scattering line shape indicating magnetic inhomogeneities or
mixed magnetic phases within the sample. Thus, 450 �C seems to be
the optimal temperature for reducing the Gilbert damping in CFAS/

TABLE I. Magnetic parameters for CFAS films on Ge and Si (111) surfaces extracted from the FMR data.

Substrate Anneal temperature (�C) Hc (mT) Hu (mT) Meff (emu/cc) a (� 10-3)

Ge As-grown 0.28 2.85 1025 6 7 5.6

350 0.24 2.21 1080 6 7 3.8

450 0.24 2.08 1068 6 7 2.8

500 0.16 1.5 1050 6 7 � � �

Si As-grown 0.26 7.2 984 6 7 4.4

350 0.25 5.9 1079 6 7 4.1

450 0.18 4.35 1041 6 7 5.04

500 0.40 3.4 917 6 7 � � �

FIG. 6. FMR field linewidth as a function of frequency for CFAS/Ge(111) (blue) and
CFAS/Si(111) (black) annealed at (a) as-grown, (b) 350, (c) 450, and (d) 500 �C.
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Ge(111) and is consistent with the temperature where we observe opti-
mal B2 ordering.

For CFAS/Si(111), the as-grown a is initially lower than for the
as-grown CFAS/Ge(111). Annealing the film at 350 �C produces only
a small decrease in a, unlike CFAS/Ge(111), and further temperature
increases causing a significant rise in the damping constant. At
Tanneal¼ 500 �C, the linewidth is nearly twice that of CFAS/Ge(111)
above 10GHz and again shows a characteristic two-magnon scattering
line shape. Thus, for CFAS/Si(111), the optimal anneal temperature
for minimizing the gilbert damping is (100 6 50) K lower than for
CFAS/Ge(111) and again correlates with the temperature where the
B2 related diffraction peak is maximized.

The reason that the optimum temperature is lower for Si sub-
strates compared to Ge might be the slightly larger ionic radius of Ge
compared to Si; Ge atoms require more energy to substitute into the
CFAS lattice.

The structural and magnetic properties of the full Heusler film
(CFAS) have been correlated by means of XRR/XRD and FMR. In
CFAS/Si(111), the annealing strengthens the interfacial intermixing,
thus enlarging the interface region and decreases the chemical order-
ing in the CFAS. These factors enhance the Gilbert damping, consis-
tent with recent work.29 In CFAS/Ge(111), however, the interfacial
intermixing effect is not significant, even at 450 �C. The annealing pro-
cess improves the lattice structure, and the Gilbert damping is
decreased correspondingly. The lowest a is shown to have a direct
correlation to the amount of long-range B2 ordering in the film with
the optimal annealing temperature found to differ by 100 (650) K
between Si and Ge substrates.

See the supplementary material for magnetometry data, cross-
sectional TEM, and further details of the XRR analysis.
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